Taking the kids to the _ is always a fun outing.
A father traditionally walks his daughter down the _ at her wedding.
Teaching a teen to _ is a time-honored tradition.
Some dads like to cook in the kitchen, others cook outdoors on the _.
A father who travels a lot can still call or Skype to keep in _.
Sons and daughters should be able to come to their dad for _
Attending ___ plays or concerts help validate the child’s hard work.
Family ___ are shared verbally and by example.
Reading stories at ___ is a nice way to relax at the end of the day.
___ is a great way to get out, explore the world and teach kids things.
New dads can help by changing ___ and comforting a cranky baby.
___ is very important - a child or teen will feel betrayed if you lie.
Playing catch or ___ a child’s team is a great way to be involved.
Father-___ dances are common at wedding receptions.
Helping a child with their ___ after dinner helps ensure good grades.
Try not to make the same ___ your father might have made.
___ time is not the only time to bond with your children.
___ work and home-life may be difficult, but is important.
Strong, ___ women usually have good relationships with their fathers.
Keeping an ___ distance and not bonding can be damaging to a child.
A father is a significant ___ in their child’s life - for better or worse.
Kids with involved dads have better language skills & fewer ___ problems.
Consistent and fair ___ is important to teach boundaries to children.
A child’s ___ is directly influenced by his or her family life.
Parent-teacher ___ provide another perspective of your child.
Having a tea party or playing make believe encourages a child’s ___.
A father is the most ___ man in a young child’s life.
___ like the birds and the bees and money are awkward but necessary.